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The Zeeman Hamiltonian for (spinless) hydrogen in constant magnetic field is shown to be equivalent to a four-dimensional
anisotropic anharmonic oscillator. This relation is used to rederive the large-order behaviour of Rayleigh—Schrodingerperturbation series expansions for Zeeman energies in terms of known Bender—Wu formulae for anharmonic oscillators.

Ever since the work of Kustaanheimo and Stiefel
[1] on the classical Kepler problem it has been
known that three-dimensional Coulomb systems can
be related to four-dimensional oscillators. More recently this relation was exploited by Duru and KJeinert [2] to obtain the path-integral quantization of
the pure Coulomb potential in terms of the harmonic oscillator. For more general Coulomb systems, the equivalent oscillator will contain anharmonic terms and may in general be anisotropic.
A well-known example for such a generalization is
the Stark Hamiltonian for a hydrogen atom in constant electric field. This system can be shown [31 to
be equivalent to two decoupled two-dimensional isotropic oscillators with quartic anharmonicity. Employing this relation, Rayleigh—Schrodinger perturbation series expansions for Stark resonances were
calculated [4] from those for oscillator energies. A
particularly
useful
application
is the derivation
estimates for the
large-order
behaviour
of these of
Stark
series [3—5] which, by making use of the corresponding known Bender—Wu formulae [6—8]for anharmonic oscillators, turned out to be straightforward in this approach.
For the Zeeman effect [9], on the other hand, observed when a hydrogen atom moves in a constant
magnetic field, a similar approach has never been
taken since the equivalent oscillator system was apparently not known. Consequently, perturbation series [10] and their large-order behaviours [11,5]
116

were derived independently, staying completely
within the Coulomb formulation. The purpose of this
note is to close the gap by showing that the Zeeman
effect can also be described in terms of a four-dimensional oscillator, with an anharmonic term which
turns out to be of anisotropic, sextic type. Many features of this relation can already be investigated [12]
in a simplified model with isotropic perturbations of
the Coulomb potential. Here we shall focus on physical applications and demonstrate its usefulness by
rederiving perturbation expansions for the Zeeman
effect and their large-order properties from known
results for the equivalent oscillator system.
In atomic units, the Zeeman Hamiltonian for
spinless hydrogen (with infinitely heavy nucleus) in
constant magnetic field B is given by
H H~+ H

1

2 + y2) + ~BLZ]
(1)
1 /r) + [g(x
wherep= —iV, g~B2/8,and L~is the angular momentum operator in z direction, which is taken along
the magnetic field direction, B=Be~.
In atomic units, B= 1 corresponds to 2.35 x l0~G.
Although this is extremely large compared with typical laboratory fields around I ~4 G, such strong magnetic fields are needed in astrophysics [13,14] to describe neutron star surfaces (10b0_ 1013 G) and white
dwarfstars (l07_108 G) as well as in some solid-state
systems [14] to take into account effective interac= (~2

,

—
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tions (up to l0~0G). Many numerical and analytical
investigations of this Hamiltonian have been reported in the literature [151. For strong fields, usual
low-order perturbation expansions are certainly not
sufficient. Carrying them to higher orders seems, at
first sight, useless since they are known to be asymptotic series with coefficients growing like (2k)! [11].
Still, if such high-order perturbation expansions are
combined with special resummation algorithms [16],
they are a useful tool for calculating precise Zeeman
energies, even for strong fields. For most of such algorithms, a necessary prerequisite is the detailed
knowledge of the large-order behaviour of the perturbation expansions. For the Zeeman Hamiltonian
this
hasmultidimensional
been derived [11]
on techniques.
the basis ofBy
quite
involved
WKB
means
ofthe new equivalence we shall be able to reproduce
these results very easily by using known Bender—Wu
formulae [6—8]for anharmonic oscillators, similarly
to the treatment of the Stark effect.
In order to motivate the new equivalence, let us
start with a few heuristic considerations based directly on the Kustaanheimo—Stiefel mapping [1,2]
from three to four dimensions,
x=2(x1x3+x2x4),
v=—2(x1x4—x2x3)
—

,

(x~+x~)+ (x~+x~) ,
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2.Using this rule, it is easy
—~r(V~—E~)
= —Z—E~x
to see that the interaction term V
2+y2) of the
Zeeman potential (assuming L 1=g(x
7 = 0, for simplicity)
maps onto
2

—

2

2

satisfying
2+y2+z2)2_=r=x2=—x~+x~+x~+x~.
(x
For the pure Coulomb term in (1), V~=—Z/r, this
mapping has been used in ref. [21 to show that the
Schrödinger equation Hcy,=E~wis equivalent to that
of a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator,
2+~c)øø,
~c=~w2x2,
(3)
(~V
with energies e and E~related by~
(4)
The main effect of this transformation can be summarized by the simple rule that the non-derivative
terms are multiplied by a factor r: v~E~

2

(5)

suggesting that the Zeeman Hamiltonian is related
with an anharmonic anisotropic oscillator in four
dimensions.
Of course, in order to establish this relation rigorously, a more careful derivation is necessary, which
proceeds as follows. Separating the Schrodinger
equation H~=EyJfor the Zeeman Hamiltonian (1)
in cylindrical coordinates
(x=p cos a, y=p sinand
a,
2çoexp(i/ca),1c=°,+1,...,
z=z)
with
yI=p~
changing then to parabolic coordinates P1, P2 defined
by z=p~—p~,P=2PIP2, we arrive at (Z~1)
/
/2
12
(,~_~(ô~
1+ô~2)+-~—-~-~
+ ~ 2
Pi
P2
—

=

—

44~,

(6)

where ~~E—Bl~/2. We now observe that this can
be interpreted as the Schthdinger equation of two
coupled two-dimensional anharmonic oscillators in
cylindrical polar coordinates subject to the constraint
.

(2)

2

V1xx (x1+x2)(x3+x4),

.

1c~P—l~?~‘c
(7)
Hence, going back to Cartesian coordinates
(x
1=p1cosa1, X2plsiflaI, x3p2cosa2, X4
P2 sin a2), we recover after a further trivial rescaling
the heuristic result (5), but now supplemented with
the “selection rule” (7) and with the BL~-termtaken
into account:
hØ~[—1V2+~w2x2
-

~

(8)

where
w2~—E/2,

~~g/43,
.

(9)
—

and the energies ~ and E~E—B1~/2
are related by
E(W,A)=~(,,/—E/2,g/4~)=Z=
1
(10)
.

~ To be precise, this has to be supplemented by some constraints on the four-dimensional system [2], which we shall
neglect for the moment

As far as the energies are concerned this is the cornplete answer. To relate also the wave-functions in a
117
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unique way, further constraints on the four-dimensional system are necessary which shall be discussed
elsewhere [17].
As an application we shall now relate the perturbation expansions of the Zeeman energies,
E=
—

~

Ekg k

(11)

,
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where y and a equal some constants, the parameter
p is related with the degree of anharmonicity
yielding p=2 in (8)), and b is associ(xx2~°~’1,
ated with the symmetries of the system. An equivalent statement is that, for negative coupling, the
energies develop an imaginary part of the form

k—O

with those of the oscillator energies in (8) which, by
a simple scaling argument, must be of the form
(12)

~ ~k(A/W).
k—O

If this is inserted in eq. (10) a perturbative solution
yields the coefficients Ek expressed in terms of ~ with

Im~(wA)
xexp[

—

wy[(aIAI/w2~”)
(aIA~/w2~)

uP]

1/P]b

(17)

.

Theequivalenceof(16) and (17) canbeshownby
means of a dispersion relation [6,21],
~~06k
2±P~k=

kW

1

—

J~ cU Im~(w,A+i0)
A~

,

(18)

It

E
0 = —2/~, E1 =4~~~/4~,
4
2
6
E2=0(10e1
+4~2~o)/4

(13)

Identical relations emerge in the simplified model
study [12] for isotropic perturbations x r’~with p = 2
in (1),
corresponding
to anharmonic terms
2t’~’~
in (8).
x For
Ix~the ground-state energy of (8), the low-order
coefficients k are easily calculated by means of standard perturbation theory,
166
~
~~=l6, ~
2X
(14)
2=—4
Inserting these numbers in (13), we recover the
known coefficients for the ground-state expansion
(I~= 0) of the Zeeman system [10,11],

which has been proved rigorously for simple oscillator systems. The idea is now to relate first th~imaginary parts of ~and E by solving eq. (10) for small
negative coupling. Using (18), this leads then immediately to the desired relation between the largeorder eq.
coefficients.
general as
p and negative coupling,
(10) canFor
be written
/ A ~k
1 = ~(w, A) = w
~k
+ i Tm ~ w, A)
k o
w
(19)
with w2=—E/2 and A=g/4~~’.
Here we have added
therealpartof~which,perturbatively,hasthesame
expansion as for A> 0 (see (12), extended to general
p). To solve this for.~=—2w2, we put w=x+iy and
note that yxlm is exponentially small. A straightforward perturbative solution [12] yields then to
.

—

E
0=—l/2,

E1=2, E2=—53/3

(15)

In principle, the perturbative solution of(lO) can
be extended to any order [12,17]. In large orders,
however, this becomes quite cumbersome and it is
advisable to use a method #2 which is more specific
to the large-order behaviour of these series. For ansystems it is generically of the
k-~oo

p
—

-~

v( _a)kT(pk+b),

(16)

A similar approach was used in the field-theoretical context of
c-expansions for critical exponents in ref. [18].
h1~ For reviews, see ref. [191. See also the forthcoming introductorytext [20).

lowest order
Tm E(g)

y*[(a*~g~)

X exp [ (a* I g I)
with ~

~]

,

1/P]b

(20)

a*= ~
y*rzr (4/e~)y.
(21)
We have thus succeeded in expressing the large-order
parameters for quite general Coulomb systems in
terms of those for the equivalent oscillator systems.
To complete our discussion for the Zeeman sys-

~I2
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tem, we now present a derivation of these parame-

ters for the ground-state energy of the anisotropic
anharmonic oscillator (8). By making use of known
results for isotropic anharmonic oscillators, this turns
out to be quite straightforward. We shall use the pathintegral approach in Langer’s formulation [221
(Langer’s approach is somewhat different from the
path-integral formulation in ref. [231) which
amounts to a saddle-point approximation, for small
A <0, of the imaginary part of the partition function
Z=Ji~2u

?2vexp(—.c1[u,v])———~ e~,

(22)

where
1u

d I

vi—
J

—

$/2

IC

drUà2+1b2+1u2+1y2
L 2

2

2

1
\~2IAI) {cosh[2(t_ro)]}”2’

~~—(--_!_-_~

C

—

(27)

with associated action
d =A/ IA I i/2 = 1/ (a IA 1)1/2
C

—

a= (1/A )2 32/it2.

(28)

Besides the directions of u and v also the origin ic~in
(27) can be chosen arbitrarily. (In the sequel we shall
put r
0=0.) Any choice breaks the symmetry spontaneously and leads to Nambu—Goldstone zeromodes which require a special treatment when considering the fluctuations around the ~critical bubble”
Thesolution.
leading contribution of such fluctuations is
found by expanding the full action (23) in the de.

2

—fl/2

+42(u2+v2)u2v2]

1/4

~

(23)

is the Euclidean action associated with the Hamiltonian (8). Here we have introduced the convenient
notationx= (u, v)=(u
1, U2, V1, v2) andputw=l, for

viations ~u_=u—u~,~v~v—v~ up to quadratic order,
~d

—

=

J

th

[~

~u2+ &,2

2+ &~2
+

~

(29)

,

simplicity. The imaginary part of the ground-state

energy

(for A <0) follows then from

Im =
‘Tm Z/Re Z.
(24)
The real part of Z, ReZ=exp{—2fl[1+O(A)]}, is
caused by fluctuations around the locally stable minimum at (u, v) =0. Here and in the sequel, the large
fi limit
is always
implied.
The saddle
points
of (23) correspond to “tunneling paths” with least action. In our case they are obviously along the diagonal ray uI = IVI >0. The directions of the two-dimensional vectors u and v are
independent and can be choosen both arbitrarily, reflecting the O(2)xO(2) symmetry of the system. A
convenient parametrization is
~

—

0) =V,

(25)

where the superscript t denotes transposition. If the
“critical bubble” solution is inserted, the 2 x 2 matrix M0 can be decomposed into a longitudinal and
transversal part,
= (~Uiövi)ML(
t
8u
(8u, öv,)M,~(3u1~v~) t,
1 öv, )t (30)
+ (~U2öv2)MT(~U2&2)
with
ML = (w~/~h)~
(7 8
\8 7
3 ü
MT = (w~/~J~
)4

(~~

(31)

Diagonalizing the matrix ML (with eigenvalues
Mf].2)=(Wc/.~/~)4(_l, 15)) by a
rotation to
new coordinates
450

since the action then reduces to that of a one-dimensional sextic anharmonic oscillator with the usual
normalizations,
.JdT(~si2+~w2+Aw6).

1
u~=—(~u
+~v1),
1
i~=—(öu1—Sv1)

(26)

It is known [7,191 that this is further extremized by
the “critical bubble” solution

the longitudinal part of 6d = &c4 + 6s~t~-decouples
.

in o
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d22 + 1
dt
cos

cosh22r
15 )~

—

h22T)’~”]~
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Inserting
sional
scattering
the numbers
at the for
potential
z and s,z—s(s+
we finally
1 )/cosh2t.
have
(32)

The operator governing the ~ fluctuations coincides
precisely with that of the one-dimensional x6 oscillator. Its associated fluctuation determinant, resulting from the Gaussian integrations over ~ can there-

~=(2/it)”2e~2.
(36)
The transversal fluctuation factors can be taken
again from the literature on anharmonic oscillators
[7,19]. Since the matrix MT is proportional to unity,
the transversal degrees of freedom of ~3uand &‘ decouple automatically, and we find

fore be taken directly from the literature [7,19]:

~

d~

dr2
d2 + 1— cosh22t)

1/2

f~det(_ cIt2 +1— cosh22t)
•

x(öu
~fle

(37)

(33)

with an operator identical to that governing the

The imaginary unit, indicating the expected metastability, is caused by an eigenmode ~ with negative
eigenvalue, and the factor fi is associated with a zeromode
~~ccthe freedom
reflectingofthe
translational
invariance
in
r, i.e.,
choosing
r
0 in (27).
The operator associated with the ,~fluctuations obviously has only positive eigenvalues whose product

transversal fluctuations of ageneral 0(n) symmetric
I x 6 oscillator. It contains one zero-mode x w~with
eigenvalue ,c0 0, associated with the
freedom of
13C~ respectively.
choosing the direction of u~and
Adapting the general prescription [7,191 for dealing
with such rotational zero-modes to our case n = 2, we
obtain
2—÷S
(1/ic0)”
2 di~-~
(38)
2 1/2
2it)
where S
2=2it is the “surface” of the unit-circle. Inserting u~= w~and using the scaling properties of
the action, the square root factor can be simplified
to

— —

2

2~6v2)+...].

1

i

~2~/2itA

fl/2~

~,

monic fluctuations,
can be calculated as follows. Separating out the har2 + + cosh22r) 1/2 ~fZoSC,
(34)
J=det(_ cIt
where
2
Zosc—det~_d
/
d

l/2

2+l)

,

(Jd

~)
12

1
2sh(/3/2)
_________

~°

—

f (det [ d2/dt2 + z— s(s + 1) /cosh2t ~
—

det(—d2/dt2+z)

—

—

1/2

—~(fd~~~
~\J
2it)

2

e~”
is the partition function of the harmonic oscillator,
and changing variables to t=2t, we obtain
—

1/2

(F(fz_s)F(\/+1+s)
F(fz)F(~+l)

)

)

=
(39)
Notice the additional factor ii~/~compared with

the ordinary 0(2)-symmetric I x 16 oscillator. Taking
into account the known contribution [7,19] of all
other modes with positive eigenvalues, we get

1/2

1/2
1/2

(35)

with z=l/4 and s=—l/2. The second line follows
from a general formula [7,19] in the theory of Fredholm determinants which, in more physical terms,
can be derived [20] by relating f to the quantum-

~u2u2~(2~/2A)

x21t~/~7~e~2.

(40)

Finally, combining (33), (36) and (40) we find
Im Z= IJ~IfjaU
2fav2exp(
—

— .~)

mechanical transmission amplitude of one-dimen120
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and using (24) we end up with
3/2

Im

~=J~
(2_ul/2A)
32
=—

~i3/2

exp(—.s4)

exp(
2
.i4)
(41)
3~d~
where ~v4=(32jAj/it2)’12 (see eq. (28)). Recalling the dispersion relation (18), this is equivalent to
k-.oo
64
32/it2 )“F( 2k+ 3 / 2)
—

—

~

~r,

(—

(42)
displaying directly the large-order parameters p, a, b,
ydefinedin (16):
p=2,

a=32/it2, b=3/2,

y=32/it3’2.

(43)

Using (21) this implies for the Zeeman ground-state
energy the large-order formula
k-.oo
32
sy
—~i-m(—8/n2)’~[’(2k+ 3/2)~E~
—

Ek—’

(44)
in agreement with the calculations in ref. [11] based
on multidimensional WKB techniques. Notice that
in the present path-integral approach the leading behaviour, EkccF(2k+ 3/2, can be understood by simple scaling (p= 2) and symmetry (b= halfthe number of zero-modes = 3/2) arguments alone.
The asymptotic formula (42) has been checked
against exact coefficients in high order (up to
k= 100) calculated by means of special recursion relations [171. Applying numerical (Neville-like) extrapolation schemes [24] to this series, the correction parameters Yu, y~in the ansatz
asy
= ~k

Im+

Y2

+ k2 +

(45)

can be calculated quite accurately and then transformed back to the Zeeman system. It turns out [17]
that the oscillator series approaches its asymptotic
behaviour much more rapidly (Yi = 0.15090,
Y2 =
3.9821) than the Zeeman series (y’~=
—2.6183, y~=l.284’7).This observation might be
important for efficient use of resummation algorithms (like, e.g., Borel’s [19]) which make use of
the large-order information. Moreover, the strong
coupling behaviour of the oscillator energies
—
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4as A—too) is more regular than that of the
(~ccA”
Zeeman energies (containing terms IX log2g,
log(logg) as g—~ci~
[25]), which should further improve the performance of such algorithms. This suggests that the new equivalence may lead to improved
numerical schemes for calculating precise Zeeman
energies from perturbation theory. Furthermore, it is
clear that many techniques available for the oscillator system (such as rigorous bounds etc.) are
transferable to the Zeeman system. It would be interesting to investigate these points in more detail.

The author thanks Professor H. Kleinert for useful
discussions.
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